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Influenza Epidemic Here
Has Reached Peak, Belief
Officer Says Fewer Cases Reported
County's Second Health
This Week —Schools Resume Classes In
And County--Disease In Mild Form
Draft Quota To City
Hits Majority Of Homes Here
Report Jan. 20 Johnson Cuts
Nine White Men To
Comprise Group Go- State Debt In
ingToLouisville
First Busy Year
From Here

knnual Campaign For
Infantile Paralysis
Fund Will Include
Several Events

ayor Tells Police Illegal Traffic "More
In Evidence Here";
Asks Arrests

/
0
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The influenza epidemic raging
here and in the county for the
last three weeks has reached it's
peak and gradually declining,
Dr. J. M. Dishman, county health
officer, said Wednesday but that
peak, which saw almost every
home in Princeton and many in
Caldwell county with one or more
Local draft headquarters anW. A. Frost
nounced Monday, Dec. 30, nine
persons in bed or affected, eviwhite men would be furnished
denced the most severe epidemic
from Caldwell county, Jan. 20, as
to sweep the country since the
the second draft to be included
ravaging flu attack of 1918.
in the State quota of 1,435 men
In contrast to the 1918 epideFRANKFORT, Jan. 1—Further
who will report to induction cenmic, Dr. Distunan said, the prereduction of the State debt sent form of influenza seems to
ters January 13 to 30.
The number furnished by this marked the calendar year which'be as communicable but much
county will report along with 191 almost coincides with the first less severe. Total number of
casse probably has equaled the
other selectees from the State at
World War mark, he said, but
large to Louisville to be stationed
most cases are mild and deaths
at some training center, probably
caused by the disease have been
Fort Thomas, local draft officials
few here.
said this week.
The health officer expressed
Dates for delivery of the selecbelief the epidemic is practically
tees to induction centers: Jan.
at standstill now or, at least, few
13-200 to Fort Thomas; Jan 14
I new cases had been reported lat—200 to Fort Thomas; Jan. 15-terly. Schools, factories and bus195 white and ten Negro to Fort
iness houses in town had nuinerThomas and 27 Negro to Louisous cases among students and
ville; Jan. 20-200 to Louisville;
employes.
Jan. 21-200 to Louisville; Jan.
The Princeton Hosiery Mill
22-100 to Louisville; Jan 23lead the list with almost 100 em164 to Louisville; Jan 30-149 to
ployes away from their posts
Hunitngton, W. Va.
with the disease, The CumberThe following table shows the
A. M. Lyon
land Manufacturing Company
quotas by counties for white and
was second, reporting 20 absenNegro draftees and the time and
tees, The Kentucky Whip and
place of induction:
Collar Company, remaining virCounty White Negro Time Place
tually untouched by some mysBallard
8 __ Jan. 20 L'ville
terious force, according to A. P.
Caldwell
9
Jan, 20 L'ville
Gov. Rees Johnson
Day, president, with only two
Calloway 12 __ Jan. 211:7 L'ville
Carlisle
5
Jan. 20 L'ville year of the administration rf 'workmen from a total of 75 abCrittenden 1
Jan. 20 L'ville Governor Keen Johnson. At the sent due to flu.
Butler High School resumed
Fulton
9
Jan, 20 L'ville conclusion of the day, December
Fulton
9
1 Jan. 21 L'ville 31, State Treasurer Ernest E. Wednesday with numerous ab6
Graves
1 Jan. 21 L'ville Shannon announced, payments sences reported. Classes will conFuneral services for T. L. Amos
By Associated Press
Hickman 5 __ Jan. 21 L'ville would be made that would leave tinue withou tinterruption, Supt.
Sr., who died Tuesday, Dec. 31, FRANKFORT, Jan. 1—Dr. A.
Everett Howton said, because he
Livingston 6
Jan. 21 L'ville the State's indebtedness at $4,were held Wednesday afternoon M. Lyon, superintendent
cold "see no point in dismissal
of Lyon
5
Jan. 21 L'ville 091,600, in warrants bearing two
at his home on Plum street at 2 Western State Hospital, Hopas long as movies, and other pubMcC'ken 30
1 Jan. 21 L'ville percent interest.
o'clock, with the Rev. Grady kinsville, was appointed State
• Marshall 12 __ Jan. 22 L'ville
This debt reduction has been lic places remained open."
.mplaints by Mrs. Mounts,
Spiegel officiating, assisted by Director of Hospitals and Mental
County School Supt. Edward
Trigg
accomplished despite the fact the
8
__
an.
23
L'ville
reen street, that a flooallght
the Rev. Leroy Baker.
Hygiene.
State was called upon, unex- F'. Blackburn said today about a
•••• • by a garage across the
Mr. Amos, who was 93 years
Dr. Lyon was assured by Gov.
pectedly, during the year to put third 'of county school enrolleet is a nuisance.
old, was well known throughout Keen Johnson there would be
into effect the Selective Service ment was absent from classes
western Kentucky. He was form- "no interference, political or othAct, to call the Kentucky Na- because of flu, but only two
--erly a merchant at Cobb, and for erwise,.with your performance of
tional
Guard into mobilization schools, Eddy Creek and Silver
Office of County School Supt. many years was active in the
you duty as you see it."
to
organize Home Guard de- Star, were closed and those beand
Edward Blackburn was the first tobacco business here and in
The assurance from the Govertachments
to be active in the ab- cause of Illness of teachers.
to be moved to quarters in the surrounding counties. He reDr. Dislunan expressed hope
nor was the same as that which
sence of those called into war
new courthouse, the change be- tired from active business purcooler weather, in contrast to
new Warefare Commissioner W.
service.
ing effected Monday, Dec. 30. suits several years ago and lived
A. Frost had yesterday, when the
The State immediately organ- last week's period of mild temCounty Health Officer Dr. J. M. here on Plum street until his
Governor told Frost he would
ized 165 draft boards and with peratures which caused the peak
Dislunan said Wednesday the death.
have "complete control" of the
assistance of 21,000 volunteer on Christmas Day and days folCounty Health Office would be
Mr. Amos was the son of Dr. Welfare Department and that no
Installation of officers for 1941 workers in the voting 4,327 pre- lowing, would bring relief from
transferred to the new building and Mrs. Edwan: N. Amos and
State
appointments and presentation of the Kiwanis cincts, a total of 330,323 regis- the epidemic.
hospital
Monday, Jan. 6. Other offices was married to Miss Eliza Lind"shall be made as a reward for Citizenship Cup will comprise trants was listed.
will be moved during this month, say, of Cadiz, who died several
By Associated Press
the "Ladies Night" program
political activities."
As head of the selective service
officials said today, when office years ago.
LOUISVILLE, Jan. 1.---KentucThe Governor said he wanted which will be held Thursday department the Governor named
equipment
arrives.
He
Is
survived
by
two
children,
,'s new pre-martial health exall division heads in the Welfare night, Jan. 2, by the Kiwanis Colonel Frank D. Rash, soldier
Thomas, Jr., and Margie Amos, Department to know he would club here. Members will bring
, inaiion law comes in with
with service in the World War
'Still Neck' Looser
a
grandchild,
Mrs.
Joseph L. approve Frost's recommendations their wives or sweethearts to
,r) New Year tomorrow.
and National Guard and member
Than He Thought
Street,
Jr.,
Memphis, Tenn., and for "retention or dismissal" of the annual program.
What it means, bluntly, is that
(Continued on Page 8)
a great-grandchild, Joseph L. any of them.
ccuples with intentions to
Eldred, presidentMarshall
RATON,
N.
M.
(.4"1—"My
neck's
Street III, Memphis.
•rry, whether they're Romeo
elect, will be inaugurated, sucd Juliet or just Oscar and Em- a little stiff," complained D. B.
ceeding A. W. Jones. Other of',must be examined by doctors Boyd as he walked into the office In New Orleans
ficers are: W. L. Mays, viceMr. and Mrs. Elbert McCaslin,
d found free of syphilis before of Dr. H. E. Donovan.
president, and C. W. dowln,
Billy McCaslin and Margaret
ey can obtain licenses.
secretary-treasurer.
Paving of Hawthorne street
By Associated Press
"It's got good reason to be,"
Terry Davis are visiting Mr. and
Marriage license and health
Award of the Kiwanis CitizenWASHINGTON, Jan. 1—Sena- from Market to Green will be
reported the doctor, after ex- Mrs. Earl Smith in New Orleans,
icials expect it to:
.ship Cup, given to the individual tor Chandler (D.-Ky.), said to- completed in about 10 dap, Oily
this week-end.
1. Delay many marriages. iEx- amination. "It's broken."
rendering most outstanding ser- day the War Department had Engineer Pryor McCullum said
inaticns will take only a few
vice to the community during notified him of President Roose- Tuesday. Work remaining to be
mutes, but the result will not
1940, will be made by a commit- velt's approval of a contract for done consists of finishing the reknown for anywhere from a
tee chosen early last year. Misses construction of an ammonia taining wall and bridges included
• hours to two weeks, dependhula and Miss Eliza Nall re- plant for the Army at West Hen- in the three-block project, he
upon whether samples are
Slippery pavement and poor ceived the award last year.
said.
derson, Ky.
it to the state laboratory here
Chandler said he was advised
Building of a block of pavevision resulting from a fine mist
Romance came to Edwin
Bananas Bring
analysis.)
teered for a year of service
that the plant, to cost approxi- ment on Locust street between
of rain caused a wholesale autoNichols, first draftee from
Cancel many others.
Another Slip-up
and "got it over with". Which
mately $11,000,000 probably would Plum and Darby will begin when
smashup involving six cars late
. Curtail "gin wedding" and
Caldwell county, on his first
leads to a conclusion Edwin
be built and operated by the the present project is complete,
morning,
Dec.
26,
about
Thursday
asibly, said Dr. A. T. McCorfurlough home from Fort
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (11')—Wood- Allied Chemical Company with I Mr. McCullum said.
volunteeNd last November to
ck, state health commissioner, Knox when the volunteer
seven miles from Princeton on row Pershing Martin was anxious work to be started within 30
serve his year rather than
Both the Hawthorne and Lobut eliminate them.
soldier who comprised Caldhave Uncle Sam rudely incust street projects are City-WPA
the Marlon highway. The initial to get into the army but was days.
Reduce, at least for a time,
well's initial draft quota was
afraid he might be underweight.
terrup his married life later
financed, with labor furnished
crash came when cars driven by
• umber of marriages in Kenmarried to Miss Lois White.
So he ate a dozen bananas before Jury Decides Benton
on.
by WPA and a certain amount
Princeton,
Franklin,
Lucille
Mrs.
pretty resident of the county.
presenting himself to the draft Man Killed His Wife
of materials and necessities supMrs. Nchols is the daughter
Monday Dec. 23, at Madisonof Mr. and Mrs. T. J. White, and Malcolm Deboe, Jackson, board for the physical examinaplied by the city.
--- ville.
Mich., collided and then crashed tion.
BENTON, Associated Press—A
of near Princeton, and has
The bride, who blushed in
It did the trick, adding two and coroner's Jury today returned a State To Pay Million
been employed at the Lillie
into an automobile driven by a
regular newlywed fashion aprural mail carrier, G. E. Hollowell a half pounds to his weight, but verdict that John Lovett, 45, Mar- Of Toll Bridge Bonds
F. Murphy store the last
peared generally happy at
Fredonia, when they met at a the doctor told him he appeared shall county farmer found dead
several years, since her graderne Duke and Byron Childthe situation despite her husuation from high school here.
point where the latter had stop- diabetic. Then Martin admitted with his wife, Mabel, and fiver.
FRANKFORT. Associated Press
night policemen here, were
band's certainty of a full
eating the bananas and learned year-year-old daughter
She will continue working
at a roadside mailbox.
ped
early —Bonded indebtedness of state.,..inted to serve in 1941
by
year away from home, adthere, she said, until her
Second accident occurred when they probably accounted for an Thursday, killed himself after owned toll bridges will be reof the City Council Monday
mitted the whole thing was
soldier - husband returns, an automobile driven by George excess of sugar.
slaying his wife.
duced to 16,565,000 by payment
,,t. $tr. Duke, veteran officer. Icarefully planned. She shyly
He went back to a normal diet
Detroit. Mich, skidded
when they will live either in
The girl died at about the January 1 of *1,139.000, it was an: inning his seventh year of I hinted an advantage could
Owensboro, where Mr. Nicinto the autos of K. K. Crosby. for a week, returned and passed same time, the Jury decided, but nounced here today.
• and Mr. Childress his
be gained if a draftee, conMexico, Ky., and J. E. Boone, the second examination with no it did not say Which parent killhols is a part time florist, or
Money for the semi-annual
templating marriage, volunFredonia, which had been parked difficulty.
on his farm near Princeton.
ed her.
payment comes from tolls.

Whiskey sales here, which
.eans illegal selling of liquor in
• al optional territory, must be
rbed by city police officers,
, ayor L. C. Lisman said at the
eekly meeting of the Council
, •nday night, and Police Chief
erett Jones was ordered by the
Robert Vinson
• yor to begin immediately
imination of liquor traffic in
is territory by arrest and
' •ry means available to stop
, practice here. Illegal liquor
ing, the mayor said, seemed
• • more in evidence now than
any months.
ay Clerk King Satterfield reed "some progress" on collion of delinquent water bills
hich began three weeks ago,
Robert Vinson, former private
ying payments would probably
• well in hand soon after the flying instructor here, left Mon• 1 of the year.
treal,'Canada, Dec. 19, for BrisMilton Sheridan and Raymond
tol, England to begin a one-year
ch, water system employes,
service with the R.A.F.,
d Garland Quisenberry, as- period of
information from his brother,
-tent City Clerk, were reapMadisonville, disclosed
•inted to their present positions George,
week.
or 1941, with Quisenberry re- last
Vinson lived here for about a
'tying a salary raise, by unaniyear, and was associated with
ous vote of the council.
Sweeny, giving private flyA WPA homemaking project, Ewell
ing lessons, until late last fall
aintained this year, was voted
• remain in it's present status When he went to Montgomery,
instructor.
or another year with Mrs. Mar- Ala., as a CAA
Later he marfied, in San Anaret Petitt as supervisor.
A move to allow a permit to tonio, Texas, and returned to his
1 oward McConnell to move a parents' home in Madisonvige
•arehouse from an alleyway for a brief visit before signing
)uth of Main street to the va- with the New York-British comt lot at Market and N. Bar- mittee in charge of flying. or
•n failed for la* of a second. "ferrying" fighting planes across
.uncilmen gave as reason for the Atlantic to England. From
e denial, insufficient knowl- New York he was sent to Mon•ge of the building's value and treal, then to Ottawa and finally
.ndition. A committee composed to Toronto.
Vinson came here early in 1939,
f Councilmen -Woodruff, Jones
d Cummings was appointed to after a 4-year period of Army air
training at Randolph Field, Texvestigate.
Chic. Jones was authorized by as, and became well known
yor Lisman to investigate through his flying activities.

Pilot Wh o Taught
Here Now In R.A.F.

Robert Vinson "Ferries" And Fights For
England

Orbie Mitchell, sheriff of Caldwell county, who was appointed
by Judge J. J. Cavanaugh,
State chairman of me Committee to Celebrate the President's
Birthday for the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis,
announced Wednesday plans are
under way for an intense campaign in this county.
The campaign will include, he
said, a bingo party and numerous
other money raising activities
besides the annual President's
Ball, between now and January
30. The Birthday Ball, as usual,
will be held January 30, at the
Elks Clubrooms.
Assisting Mr. Mitchell and
serving as committee members
In the local campaign will be Dr.
J. M. Dishman, F. E. Blackburn
J., F. Graham, Hulett Morgan, M
P. Eldred, Mrs. Hillery Barnett
Mrs. John Sims, Rev. D. D.
Dugan, Philip Stevens, Dr. W. L.
Cash, Hillery Barnett, Dr. B. K.
Amos, Clifton Hollowell, Jack
Stout, Miss Elizabeth Stevens,
Mrs. W. M. Young, G. M. Pedley,
R. E. Traylor, and A. W. Jones.
A meeting will be held this
wek, Mr. Mitchell said, to formulate definite plans as to when
and where the events included in
the campaign will be held.

Kentucky Shows
Steady Progress Under Adimnistration;
Budget Balanced

New Director Of
State Hospitals

T.L. Amos, Sr., Aged Politics Is Out, New
Citizen, Succumbs Welfare Heads Told

Veteran Tobacconist- Governor Promises
Merchant, 93, Was Frost And Lyon "No
Widely Known
Interference'

School Offices First
To Occupy Quarters
In New Courthouse

Kiwanis To Observe
Annual Ladies' Night

re-Marriage Law For
• ate Now In Effect

New Officers To Be
Inaugurated, C u p
Awarded Tonight

1 Couples Must
Have Syphilis - Free
; ertificates
— —

Hawthorne Paving Is
Nearing Completion

Six Cars Pile Up
On Marion Highway

Christmas Cupid Brings Bride
To County's First Volunteer As
Edwin Nichols Weds Lois White

uncil Reappoints
ke And Childress

Occupants Suffer
Only Bruises In
Smash-up Dec. 26

Roosevelt Approves
Plant At Henderson

Locust Street Block
Is Next On City WPA Schedule
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The Princeton

LEADER
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY AFrERNOON
GRACEAN M. PEDLEY
Editor and Publisher
_
Entered aa second class matter at Princeton,
Ky., under the Act of Congress of
March 3, 1879
MEMBER OF 'ERE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
dispatches credited to it, or not otherwise credited to this paper and also the local news published
herein.
ADVERTISING RATES
Card of Thanks $1.00
Reading Notices 2c a word, minimum cnarge 50c
Obituaries and Resolutions of Respect, 2c a word
Foreign advertising rate, 40c; Local advertising

ing and repainting only one side of a picture,
always and forever to the discredit of Kentuckians in responsible places, men and women who, we feel sure, usually are trying to
do the best they can in the circumstances
and situations in which they labor.
The C-J and Times have, repeatedly, in
editorials- and in their news columns, made
it appear-that.Governor Jahns= violated the
provisions of the Chandler-Wallis- Act when
he asked Miss Woll for her resignation. The
truth is that two Kentucky statutes give the
Governor of Kentucky the right to dismiss
any appointive office holder "for any cause
the Governor may deem sufficient", and the
Chandler-Wallis Act does not provide for the
appointment or dismissal of the Commissioner of Welfare.
These facts have been pointed out to the
Courier-Journal and Times and, thus far, no

rates furnished on request

correction of misstatements printed and re-

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Resident of Caldwell County, $1.00 a year. Outside of County, $1.50 a year.

printecrby those newspapers has been made.

TELEPHONE NO. 50

MEMBER

CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION
dAGAWIli ,.ANUAk, 18p.

Member National Editorial Association
Member West Kentucky Press Association

ABOUT THE GOVERNOR
AND MISS WOLL
"You are old, Father William, the young man
said;
And your hair is becomingly white
But still you persistently stand on your head—
Do you think, at your age, that is right?"
December 31; 1936, one Tubby Anderson, happy-go-lucky convict rich in
humor and avoirdupois, scaled the prison
wall at Eddyvitte-and made a (temporary)
get-away.
The Courier-Journal and Times, proceeded to behave in their well known puerile
manner editorially, printing, morning and
afternoon for eleven consecutive days, the
most abusive criticism of Tom Logan, the
then warden of the prison, for permitting
this "dangerous criminal" to escape. It may
be this was because, on occasion, Warden
Logan had deemed it improper to let the
Courier-Joural and Times have news "scoops"
on prison happenings, had declined, when it
iseerned best to him, to permit representatives of the Louisville newspapers to visit
men in death row, and had enforced other
restrictions which experience had proven
necessary to good prison morale and management.
The criticism of Warden Logan, out of
all proportion to the happening which was its
excuse, showed the big newspapers in poor
light, disgusted fair minded folk, made the
editorial page.; and writers ridiculous.
The childish editorial conduct of the
Courier-Journal and Times then has been
enchored during the last two weeks, this time
the subject of their abuse being Gov. Keen
Johnson, because of the dismissal of Miss
Margaret Woll as Commissioner of Welfare.
Still more recently the C-J and Times
had an editorial fit about the Governor's decision not to set aside the verdict of the
courts and free, by pardon, the imprisoned
Battle of Evarts miners.
The Courier-Journal and Times are great
newspapers. Publisher Barry Bingham is a
fine young man, exemplary of much that is
best among up-standing Kentuckians. He
means well; and does well, in many instances.
The Louisville papers have many splendid
newspaper people working for them; and
they get out newspapers of which all Kentuckians may well be proud . . . except for
the policy of destructive criticism, the selfassigned duty of trying to regulate everything and everybody by carping and complaint which, along with many others we
know, gives us pain.
In the pursuit of this policy, the Louisville newspapers indulge in the unpardonable
journalistic folly of misrepresentation by
printing less than the whole truth; by paint-

Governor Johnson Is, in our opinion, the
highest type Kentuckian to grace the place
he occupies in our life-time. He is known,
loved and respected by many thousands of
his fellow Kentuckians. That he is conscientious to a rare degree, that he is diligent in
the discharge of his duties, that he is honest,
God-fearing, intelligent and courageous no
man or woman who knows him doubts; and
nothing the Louisville newspapers can say
will affect this.
The Governor said he removed Miss Woll
"for the good of the department". Any citizen
and any newspaper has, of course, the right
to question this. But no individual and no
newspaper has a legitimate right to say the
dismissal was right or wrong until all the
facts are examined. And who in Kentucky
has all the facts except Governor Johnson?
Miss Woll is a trained and experienced
Welfare worker. That she is efficient we
know. We also know that no individual in
Kentucky is so well versed in all the workings
of the departments and agencies of the State
government as Keen Johnson. And certainly
we have every reason to respect his judgment
and to uphold his actions in the light of our
knowledge of the man and our respect for
his determination to make his decisions for
the best interests of the State.
Finally, the people will have the answer
to whether Governor Johnson or the CourierJournal and Times know best in this matter,
for the test of time will suffice to show us all.
And the people elect the Governor, not the
big town newspapers; so the Governor must
answer to the people only, as is meet and
proper. We have no fear of what the people's
decision will be, reposing full confidence in
Keen Johnson in this, as in all other matters
which have to do with honesty of purpose and
the ability to handle a big job well.
•
HOW NEWSPAPERS GROW
Every once in a while a newspaper editor
should call the attention of the public to the
service that his newspaper performs.
We will not insult the intelligence of our
readers, at this time, by imputing to them
gross ignorance as to the worth of a progressive newspaper to the people of any
given area.
We will point out, very briefly, that a
newspaper, attempting to sincerely serve its
community, is limited in its undertakings by
the amount of cash that the aforesaid community puts into its treasury.
The only way that an honest newspaper
makes any' money is through the sale of advertising and the payments that subscribers
make for the regular receipt of the newspaper.
Regardless of what anybody tells you
there are no short cuts, and efforts on the
part of a newspaper to get income from other sources is merely proof that the journal is
not a paying proposition.
We are making no complaint. The service that this newspaper is offering to advertisers and the newspaper that it provides
for readers meet with splendid response. If
by chance the response would be greater it
would mean increased obligations on the part
of the newspaper in an attempt to improve
the service it renders.
(Danville Advocate-Messenger)
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Lord Halifax - - - Diplomat Extraordinary
By Associated Press
WASHINGTON—A reformed
appeaser who publicly recanted his avowed friendship for
Germany is Britain's choice
for "the biggest Job outside
the British Isles",-Ambassador to the United States.
- CapItaV speculation indi—
cates the new envoy, Third
Viscount Halifax, may even
have been picked because he
can and has suppled rebuttal
argument to any who believe
a negotiated peace with Germany is desirable.
Halifax approved the Munich ideal with Hitler, guaranCzechoslovakia. He
teeing
counselled collaboration with
Germany. Then Hitler marched into Prague—and made a
relentless enemy of Halifax.
The Viscount promptly and
publicly acknowledged error in
advocating the Munich deal,
arged last-ditch resistance to
Nazi aggression.
Deeply Religious
What manner of man is Edward Frederick Lindley Wood,
0.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., P.C., R.C1.,
Viscount Halifax and First
Baron Irwin of Kirby Underdale?
He is a contradiction. He
has played the part of a religious mystic, reportedly sitting on the floor cross-legged
to discuss Astract theology
with Mahatma Gandhi. Short
months later he was a tough
practical administrator who

Halifax, Thinker
,Theology A Strong Forte
ruthlessly put down that same
disobedience
Gandhi's civil
campaign with troops.
His concern with things
spiritual is legendary. His
father worked through the 94
years he lived for union of the
Anglican and Roman Catholic
churches. Father and son rose
daily for 8 am. devotions, a
custom Halifax still observes.
Rich Background
Yet this spiritual peer is also a man of action in the
temporal world. His solid
place in English aristocracy is
bulwarked by alliances with
other noble families. His sister
married Baron Bingley, his
daughter wed Lord Feversham. His wife is the daugh-

PEN NYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
Christmas holidays appear to have
been singularly free from

bad

acci-

dents hereabouts . . . Providence may
have been repaying some of Princetonians' many good deeds in kind.
•
buying
Jimmy Dugan, caught
flowers for some shut-in Christmas
morning, said he is tickled pink over
success of the Community Chest here
Pennyriler never has been able to
.
ascertain how much money was
pledged to the Community Chest but
is certain a little more than the $3,000
needed is in sight, if everybody pays as
promised . . . Jimmy said first time
this Chest business was tried here, it
took a lot of doing to raise S1100.
(This wasn't so long ago either).
•
Nothing succeeds like success; and
Princeton has been very successful of
late ... When a community is able to
put over what it attempts, it builds
confidence in future effort, community pride. Civic progress becames assured and things generally pick up
for everybody concerned . . . That's
Princeton's outlook today, as we start
into 1941.
•
The Leader carried 3,058 inches of
PAID advertising in its four December
issues, easily leading its field and
ranking among the State's top weeklies in this respect . . .No issue contained more than 44 percent advertising; which means the Leader played fair with its subscribers and advretisers i npubllshing the proper proportion of news, features, pictures and
other reading matter . . . necessary to
make a good newspaper and a good
advertising medium . . In 1941, the
Leader will continue to publish Associated Press news, pictures and features (the best in the world) and will,
we promise, cover the local, county
and State news better than heretofore.
•
Memo to neighbors: Exploding
Roman-candle in Jackie's hands seems
to have cured our boys of fireworks.
•
Bet Linton, sick at Christmas. got
plenty of attention; and one ardent
letter from a youthful admirer that
made all the boys in our neighborhood
jealous.
•
Happy and Mrs. Chandler returned
to their home at Versailles from
Florida to spend Christmas, the
Senator much improved in health ...
While at Miami, the Chandlers spent
an hour as guests of the Duke and
Dutchess of Windsor on their yacht,
the Southern Cross ...Senator Chandler plans to return to Washington
about January 7 ... Happy opined the

Devon.
ter of the 11th Earl of
Halifax la a fox-hunting
squire, who said he would
rather be a Master of fox
hounds than a cabinet minister. He has been both. He was
a member of Parliament from
1010 and only emerged from
political obscurity in 1921 as
Tifrsecretary-for-Calionlos. From then on he zoomed. He
was President of the Board of
Education—a cabinet post—in
1822, Minister of Agriculture
n 1924, Viceroy to India 192831, President of the Board of
Education again, Minister for
War, Lord Privy Seal, Leader
of the House of Lords, Lord
President of the Council and
finally Foregn Secretary until
he was named ambassador to
the U. S.
Not An Oomph-Misn
His left arm has been virtually useless since birth, yet
he has been an able athlete.
He led his regiment as colonel
on the Yorkshire Dragoons in
the World War.
No oomph-man, this Halifax. Rather, in the words of
former U. S. Ambassador Joseph Kennedy, "almost
saint." A man full of paradoxes, at any rate.
But says the Yorkshire Post
of the home county boy sent
to America: "It iskno spellbinding orator we want in
Washington, but a man of absolute integrity whom Americans can unreservedly trust.
The worst ambassador
we

By G. M. P.

Luke would make a swell ambassador
to the U. S., being a regular guy.
•
Leader staff wishes every week's issue could be gotten out with as much
freedom from stress and over-time as
last week's was, and still show profit.
Unfortunately, this cannot be.
•
Some sort of honor badge ought to
be devised for a large number of store
clerks and other employes who worked
the last few days of the pre-Christmas
rush while feeling all the anguish of
the first stages of flu . . Stores were
as deserted by workers following
Christmas as by customers, for a few
days, due to flu.
111
Christmas Spirit
For handkerchiefs and ties-At Christmas how I used to shop
Trying hard to make a two-dollar bill
:Show twice it normal size.
Last year I wasn't able
My Christmas list to 1111;
Co I sent to everybody
A crisp two-dollar bill.
The unaffected gratitude,
From friends both far and near,
Makes me believe I'll get away
With half as much this year.
—Ellen B. Endicott.
•
Annual President's Birthday Ball, or
other celebration, is next (as far as I
know of) in the way of campaign,s for
unfortunates . . . Proceeds, you know,
go toward fighting infantile paralysis
. . . After that, Pennyriler is in favor
of getting that new hospital drive
started.
Among best bits of propaganda
coming to Pennyriler's desk (and there
are plenty such) is "Facts in Review,"
issued by the German Library of Information, New York, N. Y. . . Back
cover of the current issue, in booklet
fcrm on excellent paper and exceptionally well printed, is "Stine Hecht,
Heilige Nacht", score of the everpopular Christmas hymn, or carol, in
the handwriting of its author, Franz
Gruber. Words were written to Joseph
Mohr, a young curate. Gruber was a
country schoolmaster. Words and
melody were composed in 1918.
•
"Facts in Review" makes an excellent case for Germany, the old and the
new . . Affects me very much the
same as walking through the prison
yard at Eddyville, meeting criminals
widely recognized as worst convicted
In Kentucky . . . and wondering how
normal-appearing, honest - looking,
easy-going fellows like those can have
conunited such terrible crimes when
they seem to be just like decent folk.
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Sincere congratulations to
1club for repeated success and
;mark of refinement wherever
1 activity prevails; and may t
New Year, at it's close, find
group intact, rising above fool
headstrong friction.
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Watchfulness in the New Year
The International UnUerm Sunday Scheel Lesson for Dec. 29.
Text: Luke 12:35-48
• • •
HE theme of this New Year's
lesson is faithfulness and
watchfulness. Every year, at the
hour of transition, Ills customary
to hold "watch -night services."
•But more important than watching the old year out and the new
year in is watchfulness throughout jae year. There is no lesson
good for New Year's Day that is
not good all through the year.
Almost Inevitably we make
good resolutions at New Year.
Too often we forget about them,
°I fail to keep them. Hut if they
are really good, and if they ought
to be kept, we should make a
far better Job of keeping them if
we could meet each dawning day
with the same attitude and psycholpgy with which we meet a
new year. After all, it is not a
New Year that is dawning, but
a new day, and the New Year
comes to us a day at a time.
• • •
THE lesson of faithfulness and
watchfulness is given here by
the Great Teacher in the parable
of the lord returning from the
marriage feast, with his servants
not knowing the hour of his•return. Will he and them wakeful, ready to open the door
straightway when he knocks?
Blessed, says Jesus, are the servants whom their master will find
watchful.
The parable might be applied
to the return of Jesus Himself, as
Lord and Master; but it is not
clear that Jesus told it originally
for any reason but to teach and
emphasize the lesson of watchfulness.
The parable shifts to that of
the master of the house guarding
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Lines Of The Times

Backward

W. T.

against the possibility of housebreakers. The lesson is of the
need of being constantly prepaled and on guard. If the master of the house knew lust when
the thief would come, and at
what hour in the night, he would
have neen ready. hut that Is not
the safe way of guarding against
thieves. One must be always prepared.
Hem the application Is specific,
though it may not be altogether
clear. Jesus warns His disciples
to be also ready, "for in an hour
that ye think not the Son of Man
cometh." What did Jesus mean
by this? Was He referring to
some future coming, or to impending events in His own Messianic mission? Was it • preliminary warning, such as He
was to impress upon His chosen
disciples in the final hour of their
watch in Gethsamene, when lie
came not once, but three times
and each time found them sleeping?

Washington Daybook

By Jack Stinnett
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Owensboro Man To
Move to Princeton

NOT TRYING?

Now and then, some prospective customer says to
a Leader representative: "I understand you are not
trying to do much job printing". And is promptly told
that, on the'contrary, we are trying our utmost to do
the very best that's done in our field . . . And that we
:lave many cases of new type and the other necessary
equipment to get out better job printing than has been
done hereabouts until recently.

Try Leader Want Ads

OF COURSE

Comfort

•

we do not want to do job printing at less than -living
wages and if your work comes here, we will always
quote you a FAIR PRICE, with the guarantee that the
finished product MUST be satisfactory.... And we will
meet competition on its own terms!

Convenience
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ard W. Blakeslee
Press Science Editor
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Complete Service

And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at

PRINTING IS
CHEAPER

THE

KENT1UCKY 1
HOTEL

After talking with "Big Jim"
lover am convinced more than
•er he will land a major league
• ball berth soon. Jim is little
i ected by success in the Florida
-east League last summer and is
• king toward the big circuit to
y down a dream with him
flee an early age. A vertible
iant, Jim lives baseball with
• ncere adherence to rules for
ccess and according to publiity drifting from the southland,
• woland %hp aorsomons
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Relief At Last
For Your Cough

Creomulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial mucous membrari.m. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creoinulsion with the understanding you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

ION
MULS
CREO
Cola% Seenchitis
V.eCtksCh

Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will conform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.

Write
TURNER MILAM,
Assistant Manager,
FOr Reservation

I

in Princeton than in any Kentucky town we know of,
because of the competitive situation here .. . But the
Leader, like all small town newspapers, needs revenue
from every possible source and will appreciate your
business ... this appreciation taking the form of a sincere and earnest effort to please you.

THE PRINCETON

LEADER
/me

lly Adelaide Kerr
Associated Press Writer
TULIVHASE, actress and wife
et William Murray, theatrical
seam. Is one of New York's busi-
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es in Bade.?
• Abnost
Tenn. (A
)- You
)
get telephone service almost
any place these days.
The latest Innovation here Is
an extension line which asbestos-clad firemen carry to the
eery center of a blaze and then
use to direct fellow flre-flghters.
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Yes, its a cleanup, making
for spring merchanLeltroom
I ihm
disc for an early showing
rillO.or you'd never get such
values for only $1.00. But
you will have to hurry.
A

Gorgeous new dress coats
and suits luxuriously furred
and plain in lovely materials, beautifully styled and
lined also smart, sport coats
in imported materials all
grouped at one unbelievable price.

er - Foster
We've priced these dresses
otfor quick clearance the
values are great. We disresgard costs or former prices.

SAVING'
Values to 19.75 coats!
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Values to 12.95 Coats
All sizes all colors all styles
and values like you've never
seen or never expected. You
„r can't afford to miss this
.
gala bargain event. The
"!"""""."."""a -coats you've wanted, now at
less than our cost. At prices
you'll be delighted to pay.

Values to 2.98
Corduroy and
Velvet
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Topcoats
* BLUES
GREENS
* TANS
The winter has been
mild and real winter
is still ahead but we
on
are
overloaded
these new topcoats.
That's why you can
get such a real value,
but you'd better hurry

Reg $20 Value

Other big value groups

Each

While They Last

Tagged
For
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Special Clean-up Table
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Greatly Reduced

early!

Jumpers

You'll have to hurry 'and you'll
have to see these values to believe them. We've knocked the
props from under high prices on
this bargain table of piece goads.

29

Actual values to 7.95. Prac-3

1
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'N ALL

All sizes and colors only a few
of each style tho, and that's why$129
you will get „luch a grand value
in these fine Fur Felt hats that
we are reducing from as high as
3.95. We've got your size if you $2
hurry—buy an extra hat at less
than cost.

See thsee sensational val-

every dress far below
Opportunity ILotticallY
cost. A real opportunity to
fine, better made and
:Nosget
styled dresses at the price
3 of cheaper dresses. See them

Over a hundred coats to
choose from in this sea- sans smartest materials and
r
LrEV-r26176
styles sport and dressy
models a grand array of
coats you'd never expect so
early at such a low price,
We intend to unload early.
Our loss, your gain.

SPECIAL CLEAN-UP

19c&
25e
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Clearance j Clearance
Men's Hdks.
and Tie
Sets
All
Colors
50c
Values
All
Head Sizes
All
New Styles
Entire Stock Goes
Special Cleanup Table

Clearance I
Ladies
CHENILLE
ROBES
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The drainage or rich bottom
lands has been undertaken in
several Eastern Kentucky counties. Buford Durbin of Estill
county rehablitated 40 acres by
digging a new creek channel
1,187 feet long. Four men with a
tractor, two teams and scrapers
did the lob In 10 days at a cost
of about $300. County Agent C. C.
Elba& reports June &Avner, also of Estill county, straightened
the course of a stream through
A cornfield.
14oee Davis of Palmer. Estill
ty, reports a yield of 108
Is of U. S. No. 13 hybrid
to the acre. The field was
II-drained rich bottom land.

MEN'S 2.98
SILK
Lounging
ROBES

throtti

Mrs. Madeline Mirow, widow
of a pioneer airman of Alaska,
is said to be the only woman In
the United States who is president of an airline. Since her
husband's death last year she
operates the Mirow Air Service,
carrying passengers and mall between Nome and Anchorage. Her
business wardrobe includes riding trousers, wool shirt, parka
(hooded coat) and muklas (reinreed boots.)

Women all over the world are
using their heads in unusual
ways to get unique evening effects this year. Here's one idea:
The leaves are ordinary ivy
leaves plucked from a vine; the
earrings and coiffure clip are
diamond snowballs. (You can
copy the effect whether your
earrings are diamonds or not).
Princess Marthe de Bourbon's
trick is to wear a gold bow in her
blonde hair . . . Mrs. Byron Foy,
daughter of the late motor magnate, Walter Chrysler, studs her
dark rolled-up
coiffure with
jeweled crescents set over each
temple . . Mrs. Adam Gimbel
covers her coiffure with an invisible hairnet studded with
brilliant stars ... Madame Andre
Maurois, wife of the French
author, wears a chic red and blue
striped crepe turban which she
designed herself.
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Values to
4.98
Ladies Wool
FLANNEL
ROBES •

est women.
She appears in a Broadway
play each season, acts as "master of ceremonies" for NBC's
weekly "Luncheon at the Walsinging
411Orr Program, takes
me.intains an ultra-chic
Wardrobe and plays hostess at
the Murray family parties.
She says her secret of success
le handling the supercrowded
aeheduie lies in these three rules:
1. "Always meet your deadline."
Miss Chase never permits herself to "put off" anything until
tomorrow. Insists on being on
time for all appointments—even
luncheon with a handsome mans
1 "Telescope your activities."'
She outlines the day's menus
while she has her morning bath,
dictates while she dresses, lunchea where she can get material
for her radio program.)
3. "Plan your household affairs
m that your husband doesn't
have to be bothered with them."

Mrs. Jeanette Shevens of New
York has expanded a hobby and
$118 into a new and unique business.
Five years ago Mrs. Stevens,
who loves the sea, decided to
build a boat. By using her own
hands, the plans drawn by a
sympathetic brother-in-law, the
twenty-eight dollars and some
paint, screws and planks donated
by friends she built a 16-foot
sloop near the Chinese graveyard
On Staten Island. Soon she was
sailing around the Sound.
Landlubber friends who contemplated buying boats began
to beg her to teach them how
to handle ropes and compasses
and how to read charts. She
did—for fees. Now she owns a
50 foot schooner and teaches seamanship to business men and
women.
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SNOW SUITS
We need the room for Spring goods. We
know most of the REAL SNO SUIT
WEATHER is still ahead but we are offering NOW values that will make you
buy that snow suit. See them at

4n
,

Entire
Stock
716
Fine
Purses
Reduced $1,
Buy Now
kktlkkl(
rffor
Clearance
SATISF

Glove

Ladies
* New Styles
* All Sizes
* 1.98 Values
* Buy No
Colors
* Buy Now *Save
* Big Savings

25c :-: 49(
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Clearance
1 Lot of Men's Cotton and Wool Mix
Trousers Values to
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"JANUARY

Buy Now! At Lo'k
Prices Use Our La
Away Plan

IFU
COATS
Entire Stock - Non
Reserved Sensation
_ ally Reduced - Hur
I ry. Select Yours Be1 fore It's Too Late!
.
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Farmersville P.-T.A.
Chooses 1941 Officers'
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of day,
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[ bridegroom in Hattiesburg, with
allory Porter of Dr. D. C. Grove performing the
son ceremony.
nd Mr. Edwin Jacobs,
marriAttendants were Sergeant ArRuth Jacobs, were
at thur Goldsmith, 145th Infantry,
urday night Dec. 28,
Mr. and Mrs. Elsie C. Ligon, Clevelock at the borne of
Lo- land, Ohio. The bride and ats. Philip Stevens on
street ensembles
eet. Rev. Grady Spiegel, tendant wore
Christian and the men were in uniform.
of the First
Mrs. Pincombe was employed
here, performed the
at the Century Metal-Craft Corring ceremony.
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e is the
Jacobs is a graduate of Princeton. Mrs. Pincomb
S. Walker, W.
igh School and of Murray brother of Mr. J.
College. She has been Main street.
ng at Butler High School
her graduation from col1937. Mrs. Jacobs is well
through her activity in
Miss Mary Rebecca Jones and
rst Christian Church and J. B. Quartermous, both of Freactivity elsewhere.
donia, were married at the home
Jacobs graduated from
of itev. J. T. Spurlin at 7 o'clock,
been
has
and
School
High
Dec. 24.
yed for several years by Tuesday evening,
the
Mrs. Quartermous is
rinceton Shoe Company.
Mrs. Steve
bride and bridegroom daughter of Mr. and
a and is a grader the marriage for a brief Jones of Fredoni
moon in Nashville before uate of Fredonia High School.
son of
ing here where they will, Mr. Quartermous is the
Mr. and Mrs. John Quartermous
their home.
and is connected with the Fredonia Cheese Company.
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rguerite Joiner,
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, and Mr. E. Y. B. Foster,
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ord, were married in Hart- of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Corley,
aturday, Dec. 28, at 5 p. m. Hubert Chit, formerly of Princein the
dants were Mr. and Mrs. ton and presently enlisted
were
eth Burkhead of Hartford. U. S. Army at Fort Knox,
2.
bride was attired in soldi- married here Thursday, Jan.
The bride is a graduate of
ue with a shoulder corsage
been
rdenias. The bridegroom Butler High School and has
living here since her graduation.
conventional blue.
Mr. and Mrs. Clift will make
Foster, well known here
activity in social functions their home at Fort Knox after
the last 7 years, is a two or three months.
ate of Butler High School,
ethel Womans' College at
sville. She has been emd by the Kentucky Utilities
Announcement of the marriage
any here for 3 years, and of Miss Clarice Son, daughter of
Butthe
of
retary-treasurer
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Son, Crider,
igh Alumni Association.
to Mr. Haskell Jenkins, son of
Foster is manager of the Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Jenkins,
al City K. U. Company and Princeton, at Greenville, Oct. 3,
een employed by the or- by Judge Noel Hunter was made
tion for the last 10 years. Wednesday, January 1.
y prominent, Mr. Foster, is Mrs. Jenkins is a nurse at the
tive member of various Princeton Hospital and Mr. Jenclubs in Central City.
kins is an employe of the N. E.
. Foster returned here fol- Stone construction company.
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n
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g a wedding
urkehead home in Hartford
ill remain for a few weeks
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The annual Woman's Club
al City, where they will
banquet which is usually held
their home.
the first of the year has been
postponed due to illness among
club members, President Mrs.
Hillery Barnett, said today. The
Christobel Walker, formdate of the banquet will be anPrinceton, and First Lieunounced later, she said.

Son - Jenkins

Banquet Postponed

At The
Churches

Cadiz Road Homemakers
ditorium.
Stanley Deboe, high school
MI's. Pollard Oldham and Mrs.
principal, presided and members Bryan Stroube gave the home
Sunday School at 9:45; Mornelected officers for 1941 as fol- management lesson studied for
ing Worship at 11. Sermon theme
lows:
the major project by Cadiz Road
Seand
ce
A Salvation of Assuran
Mrs. Walter Brown, president; homemakers at their meeting
curity; B. T. U. at 6; Evening
vice-presiWorship at 7. Sermon theme, Mrs. Robert Asher,
held Wednesday afternoon at the
The Road to Spiritual Power and dent; Mrs. Leslie McChesney, home of Mrs. Harold McGowan,
Greatness; Prayer meeting at 7 secretary, and Mrs. Luke Ray,
club chairman. Equipment and
treasurer.
p. m., Wednesday.
arrangement of clothing closets
You are most cordially invited
Plans were discussed for a
were discussed and interesting
to worship with us. We would membership drive in January
illustrative material was shown
like to urge our members who and the president, Mrs. Brown,
to carry out the lesson.
are well and able to be about appointed a committee to forFollowing the study program
carried
our
be
to
keep
us
to
help
program
a
mulate
their work
recreation program was enjoya
the
of
at
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remaind
church life from
out during the
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so
when
this season of the year
school term.
to the following members:
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Short talks were
many cannot be out. We want
Oldham, Stroube,
s
Mesdame
and
the New Year to be a most fruit- members of the organization
Ira Lax, Jesse
Martin,
Wallace
January 9 was set as the next
ful year in a spiritual way.
and Miss Nancy ScrugPhelps,
meeting date.
ham.
Ogden Memorial
Edith Wadlington and KatherW. Leroy Baker, Pastor
Cobb Homemakers
ine Gore of New Albany, Ind.,
-Sunday School, 9:45; Epworth visited relatives here during
and Arranging
"Equipping
Prayer
6:15;
s.
Christma
meetings
League
Clothing Closets" was the subI
"Do
ay
7:00.
service Wednesd
ject of the home management
Care" will be the subject for tiae vanced enrollment began last
lesson studied by Cobb homeuntil
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"Folrow
and
Sunday
morning sermon, and
makers at their meeting held
school.
the
Me" for the evening. All of our the opening of
Tuesday afternoon at the home
services will continue as usual,
of Mrs. Dallas Rogers. Mrs. 0. 1‘4..
although so many have "Flu". Lewistown Christian Church
and Mrs. Mallory Porter
Bryant
Those who are well can come, Grady Spiegel, Pastor
were leaders directing the lesand then when the sick are able,
The Bible School will be at 1 son.
they can be back in their places
Mrs. J. E. Keys, Sr., club presiof worship. Come and worship o'clock Sunday afternoon, folhad charge of the business
lowed by preaching at 2:00. Eve- dent,
with us.
and Miss Dorothy Jo
•
rybody is invited. Come and help session
led the recreation hour
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of
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service
first
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n
Church
make
to
First Christia
the program. Gifts
new year the best one yet. We which closed
Grady Spiegel, Pastor
tea hum the Christdirtribu
for.
l
to
b
ethankfu
have much
carols were sung
Training We have much to look forward mas tree and
Our Church-wide
group.
the
by
School is scheduled to begin thin this new year.
Monday night, the 13th., at 7
o'clock. Every member of the
Church and all her organizations
is urged to enroll and to attend
every session. The meeting will
be each Monday night for five
weeks for study. The sixth will
be Commencement night. The
classes offered and .the leaders
are: Church Administration, Mr.
J. F. Graham; Bible—The Life
"7r k
of Christ, Mrs. D. D. Dugan; Wor;
young
a
--and
care"
-,
with
ship, Mrs. H. C. Lester; Drama"STOCKINGS were hung by the chimney
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•
Murphey, Murray State
,
W.
students, left for Murray Jan. 1, study—Miss Eliza Nall, Mrs.
-,....,
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with
vacation
after a week's
Miss Mabel Johnston spent
their parents nere.
Christmas Day at her home near
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ce contract.
ck only the best and Sub-Deb Dance
rongest companies in The Sub-Deb Club here held a
'eh to place your pro New Year's dance in the baseon — companies dust ment of the Kentucky Utilities
tile all just claims, building Tuesday night, Dec. 31.
A large crowd of Sub-Deb memptly and fairly.
bers and guests attended.
enti
agency repres
companies.

Dinner Party

Princeton

Miss Dorothy White, Murray
State College student, entertained friends with a dinner party
at her home near Friendship
Saturday night, Dec. 28. Dinner
was 'served to the following:
Misses Captolla Burge, Marguerite Taylor, Jean Taylor, Messrs.
James Richardson, Buck Wade,
Bill Powell, and Mr. and Mrs. J.
_ iluiatar.
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Murray
Charles CcCullum,
• • •
•
student, spent part of last week
James Guess, T.P.I. student, with his parents here, returning
left Monday, Dec. 30. to resume to Murray last Monday.
• • • •
his college work after a week's
Burge, Central City,
Captolla
here.
parents
his
vacation with
visited Miss Marguerite Taylor
• • • •
during the Christmas holidays.
i‘guerite Taylor, TVA em• • • •
ploye at Knoxville, left WednesDance students of Jean Blythe
day after spending the Christ- held their New Year's dance
mas holidays with her parents, Monday night, Dec. 30, at the
Miss Suzanne Sparks, daugh- Mr. and
Mrs. Labe Fralick. Elk's Clubroom here. A total of
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sparks, Franklin street.
35 pupils attended.
• • • •
• • • •
entertained 19 guests with a
Mr. and Mrs. Lake Sedberry
dinner party at her home on the
Coach John Sims attended the
Eddyville Road, Monday night, Sugar Bowl New Year's football have returned to Louisville after
a short visit here.
Dec., 30. Guests later attended a game in New Orleans, Jan. 1.
dance held at the Elks Clubroom.
Guests were: Pasco Johnston,
Margaret June Shoulders, Billy
—and—
.
Lowery, Jean Caroline Ratliff,
Jr., Elizabeth
Sam Koltinsky
Shoulders, Gloria Koltinsky, Billie Joe Ryan, Mary Ellen Collier,
Diamonds and Death!
Billy Sparks, Edward Carter,
Fury in Africa as men risk
Rumsey
Lester,
Martha Jane
en you have a loss Taylor Jr., Marjorie Stembridge, their lives and loves...for
sparkling
vered by insurance, you Arthur Larsen,Suzanne Orlander,
gems!
ect the claim to be paid Anna Katherine Pruett, Jimmy
accordance with your in. Jones and Bernard Linton..
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Added Features!
GABBY CARTTON—LATE NEWS

11144,*Ihever•Lismoi AMR
Robert Library
Sin Tall

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
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SUNDAY

L
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FUN-FIGHT
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se Our
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Club News

The Farmersville P.-TA. perfected its organization program
at a special meeting Wednesday,
Dec. 18, in the high school au-

First Baptist Church
J. G. Cothran, Pastor

lker - Pincombe
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COMEDY and NEWS

"Adventures
Of Red Ryder"
"TOUCHDOWN DEMONS"

ViitaftAllo

A WARMER MOIL
PICTURE

/I

SON
with HERBERT M A R SH II L • James STEPHEN

COMING SOON

"COMRADE X"
Clark Gable—Hedy Lamar

A New Year Hint for Hitler

Clients Of 111
Save $9,000,000
Report Shows

Ten Carter county farmers
who grew barley for the first
time, harvested 20 to 55 bushels
to the acre. Other crops being
tried over the ccunty include
alfalfa and vetch, both of which
are growing satisfactorily.
Several farmers in Martin
county are testing ryegrass, tall
cat grass, meadow fescue, orchard grass, redtop and timothy, in
an effort to improve grass and
hay production. To date the tall
oat grass has made the largest
growth.
John Morrison of Barren county found 500 Pounds of Phosphate worth 35 bushels of corn.
Where he used 500 Pounds of
phosphate on an acre, he harHow to start the New Year off right is demonstrated by
Hopkins, close presidential friend, and his daughter Diana, f
vested 58 bushels of corn, against
greeted 1941 at the White House. Their slogan might bc
a yield of 23 bushels where no
one for certain persons in Europe to adopt.
phosphate was applied.
some
hybrid
cor,n
Here are
yields reported from Southern One Way To Get Rid
Madison and Rockcastle: J. H. Of A Mustache
Washburn, 72 bushels; C. H.
Owen, 80 bushels; Bill Botkin, COLUMBIA, Mo. (IP) — The
MONMOUTH, Ill. (JV
70 bushels; Charles Carter, 73 young daughter of Robert Carson
ful pranksters, hoping f
bushels, and J. H. Wolfe, 73 bus- persuaded him to demonstrate
when he assured her cod liver oil day, coated the seats 1:
hels.
hall at Monmouth co:
Plans for developng fruit grow- was pleasant.
The oil coated the black mus- lubricating oil. But scl
ing in Northern Kentucky include a study of grape produc- tache of which he was so proud, class to stand while :
tion and the possibilities in pro- and the fish odor on it defied
were cleaned. Busine,
ducing such nuts as hardy pe- persistent efforts to remove it.
as usual.
Finally
he
shaved
thing
off.
the
cans, walnuts and hickory nuts.
It is thought grapes and nuts
could be grown on many farms,
as added sources of income.
"Feeding the Family from the
Farm" surveys in Daviess county
revealed a shortage of food
storages on many farms. Plans
are being developed to dig cellars or construct other kinds of
storage spaces at several farmsteads.

Commercial Use Of
Tennesse River
Greatly Increased By
Three New Dains

Washington, Jan. 2- -Tennessee
Valley Authority, reporting to
Congress today on its activities
tri the fiscal year 1940, announced that three new multipurpose
slams had been placed in operaand revealed that power revenues of $15,285,000 had yielded
an income after all expenses, except interest, equal to a return
of 3.6 percent on the Authority's
power investment.
The TVA during the fiscal year
Auld approximately 3.6 billion
kilowatt hours of electricity,
much of it to more than 100
municipal and cooperative electric distribution systems serving
approximately 400,000 customers.
Savings to all classes of customers, under TVA resale rates, were
approximately $9,000,000.
The new dams are Chickamau-Ca and Guntersville, on the Tennessee river in Tennessee and
Alabama respectively, and Hiwassee, a high sicrage project
Wood from nation's forests is needed to house Uncle Sam's new draft army in barracks.
on the Hiwassee river, in North
Carolina. These projects bring to
procured from wood clever
WASHINGTON.—United States
IN the present defense program
seven the number of completed
chemists have created synthetic
farm woodlands are now
the United States needs huge
wool and cotton.
TVA multipurpose projects. TVA
producing about two billion cubic
quantities of wood for the erec• • •
tion of army cantonments for its
also operates several hydroelec- feet of wood a year, but improved management could muldrafted army, for the building
tric projects and several steam
R
D. GARVER, director of the
of pontoons and for containers
United States Forest Sergenerating plants, formerly pri- tiply this by three.
That's the assertion made at
for the shipment of explosives.
vice's survey, estimates that full
vately owned.
In addition, wood is required for
the recent annual meeting of the
developmen, of American forest
Projects completed at the close Society of American Forestry in
the charcoal in gas masks and
lands could provide work for an
plywood for the manufacture of
of the fiscal year provide a 6Washington. General range of
additional 2,000,000 men a year. fRio
trainer planes.
foot minimum depth channel for discussion at the convention covHe says that back in 1936 AmerLacking
vital
resources,
Gerered
the
points
of
forest
conser466 miles, from Paducah, Ky., to
ican forest resources gave dimany has invented ways of makvation, forest cultivation, the
rectly or indirectly about 4,000,Chattanooga, Tennessee. A 9- proper way to cut trees and the
ing them from wood, which the
000 year-long jobs.
foot navigation channel all the enormous use of wood in the
United States could emulate if
He urgently warns against cutway to Knoxville, Tenn., 650 national defense program.
the necessity arose. It has long
ting timber unwisely, says more
Field Marshal Hermann Goerbeen known that German chemmiles, is expected to be completforest
growth is a real necessity
ists extract from wood a useful
ed in 1945. Commercial traffic on ing, it was pointed out, places
if all present and future requirewood second on the list of Germotor fuel. As the crop of beet
the river has increased from
ments are to be met.
many's war necessities. The
root has not been sufficient for
22,482,000 ton-miles in 1933, to United States still has an adIn old countries like Germany
the sugar needs of Germany, a
70,700,000 ton-miles in 1939.
and
France there are still extenvantage over Germany in lumber
method has been invented wheresive forests because under conby they get edible sugars from
TVA reported that the system supply, despite U. S. wastefulservation laws when matured
wood.
at the end of the fiscal year pro- ness and German conservation.
This country has about five acres
trees were cot, young trees had
There have been many Jokes
vided more than 4,000,000 acre- of forest per
to be planted, so as to keep up
capita to Germany's
about German wooden suits, but
feet of flood storage capacity, one acre per capita.
the acreage and even increase it.
the fact is that from cellulose
making possible an appreciable
reduction in flood crests not only
on the Tennessee but also on the
county.
lower Mississippi. Approximately
The 1940 burley crop is con10,000,000 acre-feet of controlled
sidered the best ever produced in
storage will be available upon
Carlisle county.
OKLAHOMA CITY (IP) — The
One hundred and
eleven
completion of projects now under
Henry Kiser of Letcher county young infantryman who knocked
leather articles were made by gathered 5,400 eggs from 270
construction.
on the door of Mrs. Kenneth S.
Concentrated phosphate fer- members of homemakers' clubs hens in November.
Whittemore's home told a tale of
tilizers, experimentally produced in Pike county.
B. y( Hereford of Trimble being stranded while en route to
at Muscle Shoals, were being
It is expected that 40 acres of county raised approximately 500 Cleveland from "my outfit in El
used in farm test demonstration
Paso."
worn-out land will be set to trees capons this season.
work on 30,683 farms, represnet"What is your outfit?" asked
in Calloway county this winter.
In
a
test
of
12
varieties of soying nearly 5,000,000 acres, in 22
Mrs. Whittemore, who had placed
Dairying in Caldwell county is beans in Daviess county,
the
states. In reforestation for eroa plate of food before him.
being stimulated by the records Manchu topped the
list with a
sion control, the TVA, in cooper"The Eighth infantry," said
of herds of six members of cow yield of 56 bushels
to the acre.
ation with the CCC, planted more
testing associations.
Sixty Hereford calves averag- her guest.
than 13,000,000 trees from TVA
"That's strange," replied Mrs.
One thousand and thirty-eight ing about 300
pounds were disnurseries on private lands and
Whittemore. "My husband is a
acres of alfalfa were seeded in tributed
among farmers in Muhan additional 6,1300,000 on TVA
lieutenant colonel and served
Hardin county last fall.
lenberg county.
lands; another 6,000,000 trees
with the Eighth. It
Montgomery county farmers
Meade county farmers are con- several years
provided by the Authority were
are reporting a 50 percent in- tracting
happens now to be between Sapickle
averages
for
next
planted on 1,744 farms by the
crease in yields of hybrid corn season.
vanah, Ga., and Charleston, S. C.
owners.
over common varieties.
"Excuse me, please," said the
Forty Breckinridge
county
The symbol "R" at the start young soldier.
farmers are cooperating in a oe a physician's
prescription
survey of registered sires in the stands for the
Latin "recipe,"

1.'ry Lead

One hundred and seventy-four
boys and girls in Boone county
completed 191 projects in which
they produced crops, stock and
other commodities worth $11,050.
.Sixty-eight grew tobacco. Poultry raising attracted 38; home
gardens, 31 and dairying, 16.
Pulaski county club members
raising calves this season made
money. Forty-seven calves sold
at the State fat cattle show cost
-an average of $80 and sold for an
average of $119. This does not include money won in prizes.
A father and son won highest
honors at the Larue county tobacco show at Hodgenville. A. W.
Druen won the championship In
the adult division and his son,
Burton, the championship in the
4-H club division.
Thirty-one Negro 9-H club
boys in Scott county completed
the year with products worth
several thousand dollars. They
--

Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly
If you nuffer

Lemon

from rheumatic, arthritis or
worlds pain, try this simple inexpensive
recipe that thousands are using. Get•
wackage of Ru-Ex Compound today. Mk it
with • quart of water, add the juice of
4
lenumn. It's ensy. No trouble at all and
Pleasant. 'You need only 2 tablespoonful*
two timew a day. Often within 48
hours—
emnetimse overnight---eplendid results are
obtained. If the pains do not quickly leave
and If you do not feel better. litu-ICs will cost
you nothing to try SA It is sold by your
drugedllt under an absolute money-hack guarentor
Ru-Its C.ornpoued to for sale and
recorernended by

grew tobacco and garden crops,
and raised hogs and poultry. Five
of them had 2 1-2 acres of tobacco valued at $450.
Sixty-nine club members exhibited corn at the Greenup
county 4-H corn show. At the
close of the show the corn was
sold at auction for 67 cents a
bushel, bringing enough to pay
all expenses of the show, including the prizes.
Small fruit was the most popular project in Bell county in
1940, 169 boys and 54 girls growing strawberries
and
other
fruits. Corn was next, with 181
members, while gardens was
third, with an enrollment of 131.

Vegetable Laxative
Makes Happy Friends
Here's a laxative that usually acts
thoroughly as harsher ones but is a
gentle persuader for intestines when
used this way: A quarter to a
half-teaspoonful of spicy, aromatic
BLACK-DRAUGHT on your tongue
tonight; a drink of water. There's
usually time for a good night's
rest, with a gentle, thorough action
next morning relieving constipation's headaches, biliousness, sour
stomach, bad breath.
BLACK-DRAUGHT is a splendid
combination of vegetable ingredients, chief of which is an "intestinal tonic-laxative" that helps impart tone to lazy bowel muscles.
It's economical. 28to 40 doses: 26c.

better markets
1941 are good,
from the Marof the UniversiCollege of Agrigs of cattle are
.no larger than
demand is exnger as a result
er incomes.
f beef cattle will
ore increase in
edium and consd tendency for
S between good
sore common grades
dghtened if producers
market more cows and
an they have the past
This indicates that
a prospect wider price
ietween grades than
he past two years.
s of slaughter cattle
ig the year, livestock
will have a wider mar1. which to operate in
profit than they
as prices of
ers this fall
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Our Motto is "Serve six days a week"
Hoping every one a Happy, Happy New Year.
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which fully
charge schedule of the banks in Princeton was Mary
The present
adopted six years ago and has never been revised. After careful considera- 1Inistrae"—ft"--"
tion based upon a thorough analysis of activity expense in connection with m's Drug Store
checking accounts, a new schedule based upon our experience and current '
practices in other similar communities has been adopted. The principal
changes are as follows:
A charge of 50c per month with an allowance of 10 free checks will be
made on accounts averaging less than $50.00. For each additional check
there will be a charge of 5c per cheek. No charge will be made for any
month in which no checks are drawn.
A charge of 25c will be made for each check paid which creates or
creases an overdraft. A charge of 25c will be made for each check drawn
a depositor and returned on account of insufficient funds. This charge will
be made against the account of the drawer instead of the endorser or depositor as heretofore, except checks drawn on out of town banks and returned, a charge of 25c will be made against the account of the endorse-

The Charge Of 2c Per Check Which Has Been Mad,
Heretofore To Depositors For Cashing Or Accepting
For D e posi t Out Of Town Checks Has Been

The complete schedule includes a number of other changes, some of
which do not effect our depositors, and, for that reason, it is not published
here. It is posted in the banks' lobby and copies will be given to any customers who desire it. This schedule is nearly identical with that recommended
by the Kentucky Bankers Association and is in force in neighboring state,
and in Hopkinsville, Madisonville, Dawson Springs, Cadiz, etc. Banks in
Evansville, Nashville, Louisville and other metropolitan centers have mu,r
higher charges.

We gladly take this pleasure in thanking our many
friends for their patronage and kindness during the past
year, and we hope to continue to serve you with fair prices
and experienced men. Ger desire is to serve with justice and
integrity to every one that has intrusted their work to our
care, to take no unfair advantage of anyone, to support the
right principles, and to oppose bad practice, to develop
character, ability and knowledge, to value honesty above
profit, to be faithful to God and those we serve.

,
FRO:

We trust that we may have your co-operation and that it will be possible in most instances for you to increase your balances so that it will he
unnecessary to make a service charge. Banks are no more anxious to instal
service charges on accounts than is the customer to see it done, as it entail,
extra work for the clerical force every month, but the cost of operation of
banks by reason of the many extra taxes and assessments placed on them
within the past few years has become a burden that cannot, in the interest
of sound and safe banking, be absorbed from the income on balances so
small that there is only a negligible amount available for lending after providing the necessary cash reserve required by law. A bank has no way of
making expenses on carrying a checking account on its books except by
lending a certain portion of a customer's balance in the bank, and when s
there is no balance or the balance is so small that the interest on same,
when loaned, will not cover the expense of carrying the account, it can hi
easily understood why it is necessary for the bank to make a charge.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK, PRINCETON, KY.
FARMERS NATIONAL BANK, PRINCETON, KY.
Members Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

0
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Cattle
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First Autos Travel
Up Tennessee River

Girl Coils Up
In Plastic Chain

The Farm
And Home

In order that contour cultivation may be most effective in
controlling erosion, guide row
often is enough. Winter is a good
time to stake out contours.
Ewes may develop trouble callThe Tennessee Valley Authoried pregnancy disease after a
ty announces the first shipment
sudden drop in temperature, a
of automobiles ever carried on
cold rain or a snowstorm. It Is
the Tennessee river is en route
well to provide for extra feeding
from the Detroit area to Guntand for shelter for such emergencies.
ersville, Ala. There are about 130
etter markets
In buying ready-made dresses,
automobiles in the shipment.
that the her is are wide ;
see
1941 are good,
by
shipped
were
cars
The
enough to permit adjustments.
from the Martruck from Detroit to Evansville
Tall women especally should not
of the UniversiInd., on the Ohio river, where
overlook this point. There also
ollege of Agrithey were loaded onto a barge
should be ample provision for
gs of cattle are
lengthening the sleeves.
especially equipped for transthan
no larger
Wheat custard: Beat 2 eggs,
porting automobiles, and began
demand is exadd 4 tablespoons of sugar and 2
meta S•
Ohio
the
via
voyage
500-mile
the
leer as a result
cups of milk and stir. Then add
and Tennessee rivers.
er incomes.
3-4 of a cup of cooked wheat, 3-4
will
At Guntersville, the cars
beef cattle will
of a cup of raisins and a little
be unloaded by derrick for disore increase in
salt. Set in baking dish in a pan
tribution to Alabama and Geor- fif,sot.
edium and cornof water and bake in a moderate
gia points. It is anticipated this
d tendency for
oven until firm.
will be a continuing movement.
s between good
Home-made sausage is usually
,
The shipment is being hauled mop
ommon grades
three-fourths lean meat and
mot- 1,
Arrow
by
Transportation
the
producers
ed if
one-fourth fat meat. For mild
Company, of Sheffield, Alabama Pi OW.
more cows and I
e
vw
sausage, use 1 1-2 ounces of salt,
is
ownthe
Willson
E.
of
L.
which
have the past
in is seen in this huge necklace
1-2 of an ounce of black pepper,
autos,
in
used
the
towed
plastic
by
is
The
new
er.
a
barge
of
indicates that
and 1-4 of an ounce or less of
Vivetc.
jewelry,
combs,
planes,
Crawford."
steamer
"Norman
ect wider price
dried, finely ground sage to 8
mpler is wound up in its
ian K,
••
n grades than
pounds of meat.
transizrent coils, at demonstratwo years.
tion at Chicago.
range
who
Poultryraisers
slaughter cattle
flocks in fenced fields often folyear, livestock
low this order of rotation: first
Seeing Stars
ye a wider maryear, poultry range; second year,
KenBath
Farmers
in
county,
The Painless Way
h to operate in
corn or tobacco or garden; third
tucky, experienced one of the
profit than they
• year, small grain followed by
best corn growing seasons in
NEW YORK (IP)—Five hundred grass; fourth year, meadow or
0 as prices of
Central between Chicago and
Newest Diesel-powered streamline coach train of the Illinois
rains
that
years,
despite
spring
such
appointments
fall
this
unusual
eeders
many
naval reserve midshipmen are pasture.
Florida which made its initial trip south December 18, features
damaged crops along creeks and
public address system, coach
igh relative to
learning navigation the easy way
as individual lights over reclining seats, air-conditioning, radio and
who
tried
rivers.
hybrid
Farmers
meall
popular-priced
serving
car
dining
hter grades as
exclusively for women and children, stewardess-nurse,
Nine Lives
corn almost without exception at the Hayden Planetarium of Well,
a Florida atmosphere.
e fall of 1939. Aland a tavern-lounge-observation car decorated in tones that suggest
Naturof
yields
than
Museum
better
proharvested
American
the
rein between the
CLEVELAND, (iP)--Soldiers at
duced by common varieties. J. L. al History.
and feeders ancl il
the national guard cavalry armoan
Atchison
average
reported
prices.
tle
of the slaughter'
Constellations are projected in- ry, practicing wit htwo machine
yield of 104 bushels of Kentucky
bably be wider,! Cattle numbers have increased
side the black dome as they guns, fired into several bales of
on
69
of
20
No.
bottom
acres
costs will also be since 1938, the increase the past
Then, during a lull in the
land. County Agent Joe Thomp- would appear in various parts of hay.
ey were last year, year being two million head. The producton of gardens
Light applications of manure
a kitten sauntered out
shooting,
explain
enough higher to Producers have been holding heads the list of improvements give greater returns per ton, as son believes hybrid corn brought the world, and lectures
of the hay, paused to wash itself
Increased
yields
worth
$5,000,
posiship's
a
determine
to
how
in slaughter catcounty,
Pike
a rule, than heavy applications,'
and calmly departed.
back breeding stock to replenish in agriculture in
Kentucky. "We believe the home according to a Kentucky College over what would have been re- tion. Capt. J. J. London reports,
herds diminished by the drouths
had
only
ceived
local
varieties
garden is an essential part of of Agriculture leaflet on farm
Propaganda: Any statement
"We are training midshipmen to
been grown.
of 1934 and 1936. As these herds the family's livelihood," says
manure, its value, conservation
become navigators in a very made by persons whose interests
istress Arising from ars now reaching normal proHenry H. Pope, Jr., assistant and use.
conflict with ours.
short time."
'Refugee' Terriers
portions it is doubtful if pro- county agent.
For example, 10 tons of manure
Only
One
In
S.
U.
Fifteen demonstration gardens spread on two acres produces a
ducers after this year will conHomoTreatmentthat tinue to hold back as many cows were giown in as many corn greater yield and profit per ton, SAN
DIEGO, Calif. (IF')—The
IN Cost You Nothing and heifers for breeding pur- munties in 1940. Three or four than 10 tons scattered over one
Wes ot On WILLARD poses. Consequently it is prob- "new" vegetables were produced acre. Light applications of ma- same ship which brought a batch
of
rebel
for
sold
been
ye
of refugee British
children
arinlng from Stomach able marketings will increase in each one. Growing cauliflower nure, ranging frcm four to six
s duo to Excess sas- 1 within the next few years. With was the only unsuccessful ven- tons per acre, used on the Ken- brought six miniature Kerry blue
Stomach,
Upset
our or
terriers, whose owner sought a
Sleeplessness. etc.. an increased supply of beef and ture. Every one of the 15 families tucky experiment fields, showed
bombproof home for them.
Sold cm 15 days'trlall veal on the market, unless con- grew sufficient vegetables for use
increases in yields of corn varyMessage'. which fully
Mrs. Julia Dowell, their "guarsumers' incomes show marked through the spring, summer and ing from 5 to 24 bushels to the
improvement, prices wlll react fall and some to can for winter acre; wheat, one to 5 bushels; dian," believes they are the only
example of the breed in America
unfavorably to this larger supply. needs.
soybean hay, 300 to 1,200 pounds;
and clover hay, 200 to 800
pounds to the acre, compared
with land receiving no manure.
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Customers
and Friends

ood Wishes
for 1941 from Everyone of Us

F

OLICS: We hope that the next twelve months will bring
to all of you an overflowing measure of good fortune and
contentment.
As in the past, we're going to do our very best this year
to make our service more satisfactory to you than ever before.
Your suggestions for improvements will be given prompt
and careful attention, and you are invited to make them as
often as you wish.
At all times we'll be ready to co-operate fully with our
fellow citizens in whatever activities are needed to aid national defense and promote community welfare.
We trust that during 1941 you will visit our store often so
that we may get better acquainted. You'll always be welcome,
and we'll always have something interesting to show you.
REDDY KILOWATT, your ekctrkal servant

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
INCORPORATED

'Corporation

A half-acre garden should produce vegetables worth $250, declare the authors of "Make the
Farm Feed the Family", a bulletin of the College of Agriculture
of the Unversity of Kentucky,
out they would not measure the
garden just in terms of monetary
value.
"Lettuce, crisp and tender;
peas with their delectable sweetness, fresh from the pod; tomatoes fully ripened on the vine;
sweet corn with the delicious
flavor when plucked an hour before eating—these are the vaiues
that only the farm family can
enjoy to the fullest."
Then there is the matter of
home fruit supply. It is suggested that 10 grape vines and 200
!strawberry plants will supply the
i family with these fruits. Also
well might there be at least four
lgood apple trees, two peach trees,
two cherry trees, two pear trees
and two plum trees, and then 100
plants each of blackberries, dewberries and raspberries.
"What would the city family
give for a dish of strawberries
for breakfast that still have their
delightful aroma and tender texture, or peaches picked just at
the stage of ripeness with their
luscious flavor and served with
real country cream?"

Try Leader Want Ads

YOUR CHOICE
OF

NASHVILLE BANNER
Special Rural edition printed each evening containing special features and latest market reports, Associated and United
Press reports.

OR

NASHVILLE TENNESSEAN
Published every morning with many individual features, double editorial page and also Associated and United Press reports.

$*295 Daily Only
One Year
(By Mail)
of these newspapers
one
See
You can't go wrong.
1941
for
Before you buy
Sample Copies If Requested
Nashville Banner or Tennessean
Nashville, Tenn.
Please Send 3-day Free Sample

State which Newspaper you

SKRACH-NO-M 0 R
The 30-Minute ITCH Treatment
Only one application necessary.
No Grease, No Mess, No Soiled
Clothing or Bed Linens. No time
lost from School. As an Aid TO
PREVENT ITCH, and a good
germicide, use Stutts, M.S. Germicidal-Sulphur Soap daily. At
good Drug Stores everywhere.
reb. 13

To

Town

want
RFD

Either Newspaper
Will Satisfy Your
Needs in Every
Way and is Complete in Every Detail

State

The Leader will be glad to handle your order for you and will
see that order is pmmptly filled.

Our JANUARY.

FOR WOMEN
▪ VITALITY
PARADISE
CONNIE & NLSLEY
PARIS FASHION

Regular
$6.75
$6.95
$5.00
$3.95

Now
$4.99
$4.99
-...- .$3.99
$2.99

Most Important Deaths and
Farm,Home Meet Funerals
L. E.Brown

FOR MEN
• •

S -A -L -E

Florsheim $7
Freeman $445 - $3

Es now going on-Now is the time to buy and SAVE.

1

Princeton Shoe Co.

Parkways

"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

ters, Dorothy, Lucille and Jane
Turley; a son, T. G. Brown; three
brothers, Wylie, Frank and M. P.
Brown; two sisters, Mrs. Bertha
Patsy
Watts, Paducah, Mrs.
Tandy, Lyon county, and two
half-sisters, Mrs. Arch Hollowell
and Mrs. Will Larkin.

Pauline Stewart
Long III, Succumbs

Dark Fired Markets
To Open Next Week

Leaf Hits
29 Averages
list Sales

$2

ksville Floors Sell
,070 Pounds; Off
Cents From Last

First Baptist Church Cobb News
Has New Secretary

By Mrs. M. p
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spent part of the hot
Thursday, Jan. 9, County Agent
ing the 1941 dark -fired
their daughter. Mrs.
J. F. Graham said this week, and
season, nine of the wareL. E. Brown, 51, well known
Grand
at
Rivers.
in Clarksville and Springfield,
4• I.
at Clarksville, Tenn.,
mechanic with the State HighJoseph Stacey, Iota
Tenn., will open Jan. 7 and 8,
y disposed of 216,070
way Department and former gaConner,
Miss Blanche Ray
Mr. and Mrs. Imro
for $22,250.46, an average
respectively.
rage owner here, died at his
Miss Pauline Stewart, invalid
Christian lifter an illness of 10
graduate of Texas
29, down 74 cents from the
home in South Princeton Sunday
William M. Smith, 84, died at of near Dalton, who for 13 years
University, arrived here Tilesday. pneumonia died at the
g day avergae of 1940,
morning, Dec. 29. Funeral serhis home here Christmas Day was confined to her bed with a Any Roads Through
Dec. 31, to accept a position as his parents Monday ,
en 314,982 pounds sold for an
r
vices were held at Eddy Creek after
Chicken
Farm?
A
a long illness. Funeral serMr. and Mrs. Chili, average of $11.03 a hundred.
secretary of the First Baptist
combination of diseases, died
Baptist Church with the Rev. L.
vices were held Friday.
Offerings were common and
Church. Miss Conner's appoint- St. Louis, were here
Sund ay morning, Dec 28 at her
J. Knoth, Kuttawa, officiating,
SANDEFJORD,
Norway
(/P)
married
Smith
in
was
Mr.
18'16
of
National defense will be one
ment resulted from rapid growth week end,
home. The case of Miss Stewart
the weather was unfavorable for
Monday afternoon.
The county of Vedtfold has
Harriet
Miss
Nancy
Keeney
to
Bill Carrington, St 4band1ing tobacco, warehousemen
of the church, requiring a paid
the subjects discussed at the anreceived Statewide attention in
Mr. Brown had been an emsigned a contract with farmer
and lived here since,
worker in this position, the Rev, for home Friday nigh
medical circles several years ago
nual Farm and Home Convention ploye of the Highway DepartSoeren Soeyland and Mrs. SoeySurviving are six children,
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Scheduled Jan. 28
Agriculture's Part In
National Defense
Will Be One Of Chief
Topics

William M. Smith

Miss Blanche R. Conner,T.C.U. Graduate,
Assumes Duties

Victim 0 f Strange
Malady Was Noted
For Her Courage

Johnson Cuts

Mrs. Maxey Adams

SPECIAL NOTICE!

65,000 State Income
Tax Forms In Mails

April 15 Is Deadline
For Flying On Year
Receipts

k

g**bp

Illinois Central
System

(SEE PAGE
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582 Head Sold
By Livestock Co.

CAKES

lb.

COOKIES

lb.

15e
10c

6 lbs.

25c

RICE

SOUP 31g. tall cans 25C
GEMS

CHIPS

Try Leader Want Ads

tall can

pint bottle

cially Occupied

Try Leader Want Ads SAFETY

Peaches

J. M.Pool

Insurance!

NOTICE!

I

Cleanser 3 tall cans

BEANS

2 cans

Onions

10 lb. bag

10c

lb.

1

21i

10c
5e

I•

JUICE 2 No. 2 cans 15C
Catsup 4 14-oz. bots. 29C

Coffee

3 lb. bag

• "

BETTER MEAT VALUES
I

Bids for feeding City Prisoners for
the year 1941 will be accepted at City
Clerk's Once until 4 P. M., January
6th. This contract will he awarded
the lowest and !)est bidder

Pork Chops

King Satterfield

Red Front Store

City Clerk

lb. 172u. i BACON

• 17c !

Pork Loin Roast lb.

1 lb. pkg.

NECK BONES

CASH & CARRY

Me
Pen
Co

Peas with Pork 2 cans

Cherries 2 No. 2 cans

ALL-WAYS
.
PAYS

11

lg. can

Florida Oranges doz

APPLES

Classified Ads

YEAitCourthouse Is

Court Session
Featured By Ceremonies Monday
0

Fermersvme News

=
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lb.
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